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CLEARANCE GAUGE


NORMAL CLEARANCE GAUGE FOR R ≥ 250 m:

- open rail line,
- main running tracks,
- main tracks for passenger trains,
- other tracks.

Range A consists of devices, intended for the railway traffic (platforms, loading ramps, shunting equipment, signals, catenary bars). If appropriate safety measures have been implemented, the equipment and materials, used during construction can also be included in this range.

If appropriate safety measures have been implemented, the equipment and materials, used during construction works can be included in the range B.

The signal stiffeners are included in the range B1.
CLEARANCE GAUGE FOR NEW CONSTRUCTIONS GC

For open rail line and main running tracks on the stations for passenger traffic

For other tracks on stations

For passenger traffic:
- 1350 mm
- 1860 mm

For freight traffic:
- 1350 mm
- 1860 mm

0.0 = GRT
1435 mm
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LOADING GAUGE


LOADING GAUGE Ž I
LOADING GAUGE FOR COMBINED TRANSPORT GA, GB, GC